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Add the following statement to each question: “Support your answer with evi-
dence from the selection.”

In “___________________________,” has ______________________ fulfilled his or her dream? 

In “__________________________,” how have the author’s experiences shaped his or her  

attitude toward others?

How does the author’s attitude toward _____________________ change over the course of 

“___________________________”? 

Why is “_____________________________” a good title for this selection?

Why are memories of _____________________ important to _________________________? 

In “_____________________________,” who do you think is more successful, _____________ 

or ______________? 

Do you think _________________ in “__________________________” is ___________________

____________? 

Open-Ended Response Questions: Expository 
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How would you evaluate _____________________’s honesty in telling his or her story? 
        (character) 

Why do you think __________________________ in “________________________________”? 
     (character)                   (action)

Based on your reading of “_________________________,” do you think ___________________ 

made the right decision? 

In “__________________________,” what does _______________________________ learn from 

__________________________________________? 

Do you think ____________________ was a good ____________________________________?

How did ____________________________ make ________________________ feel? 
           (experience)                                                (character)

In “______________________,” what is one way ______________________ is affected by  

_________________________________? 
                         (experience)

(experience or other character)

(character) 
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